Collaborative learning: what effects will this have during a creative writing session, on younger children in a mixed age setting? by Roberts, John
A. Introduction
In order for the reader to understand more fully the true context of this study, I believe it helpful to
explain the unique situation of my school and my reasons for embarking on this research.
My school is a remote rural primary in northern Cumbria with thirty nine children on roll (as of
September 2008). There are two classes, key stage one (KS1) and key stage two (KS2), two full
time teachers and one part time teacher, as well as a teaching assistant.
Within the parish there is little evidence of high expectations in education. An indicator of this
can be found in the National Statistics Neighbourhood Profile, which shows that three point two
percent of sixteen to seventy year olds in the parish were full time students compared to the
national average of five point one percent. Only two parents, out of a total of fifty eight, are
graduates. Most parents work on farms and the attitude at home is supportive but not academic.
Homework is never imposed.
Despite the lack of academic support at home, KS2 results have been consistently above the
national average and the last Ofsted report (2006) placed the school as good with outstanding
qualities.
The make up of children within KS2 for the period of this study is……
Year three (Y3)…..four children
Y4……four
Y5…..four
Y6…..four, making sixteen children in total.
KS1 has twenty two children due largely to a high intake of reception children this year (2008).
Mixed age classes have long been a consistent feature of this school. Our overall teaching policy
is to be flexible and to use either age groupings, ability groupings or mixed age groupings for
various aspects of the curriculum depending on what is to be the focus of learning. The
organisation of our learners is based on our knowledge of their needs and levels of
understanding. With regard to the organisation of my class within the area of creative writing, it
too varies according to the intended learning objectives, but generally I have attempted to
address the expectations within the National Primary Strategy (2003), which has often meant
teaching specifically to year groups. This is itself gave me cause for concern as I explain in the
next section.
1. My reasons for beginning this study
If, as Pring says (2000:21), “the central educational function of schools is to enable young people
to learn what is valuable and significant,” then the defining focus of educational research must be
to develop this. I undertook my research with this view in mind.
What inspired me to examine my practice in teaching creative writing was directly linked to
conclusions I reached from a previous study. This study analysed the impact that film had on
children’s narrative fiction writing in my junior mixed age class. During the collection of data,
collected from topic work spanning two terms, I was intrigued as to how the children in the lower
junior years (Y3 and 4) gained further insight, copied certain observations and ‘borrowed’
descriptive phrases from older children. I mixed up the groupings for certain tasks incorporating
different age ranges and from my observations lower junior children benefited from working with
older children with regard to the development of discussion, ideas and writing format. In most
cases the improvement in their writing was significant. Although my focus was to examine how
film influenced this improvement, I decided then to later turn my attention specifically to explore
the influence that older children have on younger children with regard to the development of
writing creatively.
This essentially is what McNiff (1988) would term stage one (out of five) of the action research
cycle. My previous study raised concerns. I questioned my current practice with regard to the
teaching of creative writing and I wondered how I could improve it. My practice fell broadly in line
with the National Primary Strategy Framework (ibid) in the sense that I attempted to teach
creative narrative writing according to the expectations of each year group. This often meant
teaching specifically to year groups. After examining the conclusions of my previous study which
highlighted topic work on film, I felt that a mixed age collaborative approach to creative narrative
writing could enhance the quality of learning that took place. This would mean a change in
practice in the sense that the whole class would now be undertaking the same assignment in
creative writing at the same time, which was not previously the case. I was aware that not only
did the Primary Strategy outline core strands of learning according to each year group, but also
that Ofsted and local authorities pay specific attention to this during inspections. However, it was
my belief that chronological age was not the most significant factor in the planning and delivery of
creative aspects of learning with regard to my class. Collaborative learning in creative writing
spanning the four year groups at the same time would, I believe, produce enough energy and
ideas to benefit all the children to the extent that the overall outcomes would show noticeable
improvement.
Stage two of the action research cycle according to McNiff (ibid) involves deciding on a strategy
for improvement, which as I mentioned in the previous paragraph, centres on the concept of
collaborative learning. This study explores collaborative learning in creative writing, thereby
incorporating the influence of group dynamics, the importance of group organisation in terms of
ability and age, and overall the advantages and disadvantages of learning in a mixed age setting.
Before beginning the study I had to address the fact that the scope for this was huge. Therefore, I
felt it necessary to define a true focus in terms of approach and concentrate on one aspect,
which was how collaborative learning influenced the children in year three in particular. However
in so doing wider implications emerged which I highlight. These, no doubt will require further and
deeper analysis.
Stages three and four of the action research cycle, which involve respectively putting the strategy
into effect and evaluating the outcomes, dominate this paper and define stage five which
determines the modification of my original concern. Indeed, the implications of this research may
prove to be significant simply because no such research of this specific nature has been done
before. There is a dearth of research on the impact of collaborative learning within a mixed age
primary setting. Similarly, there is little research on learning within small rural primaries.
Furthermore, there is none on collaborative learning in the area of creative writing in a mixed age
setting.
My experience told me that my mixed age class has for younger children distinct advantages,
because of peer teaching and modelling. This research should help to verify this. It is my
intention to raise and explore issues concerning teaching and learning in mixed age classes that
would in turn inspire future research either by myself or others which would then question
fundamental aspects about primary education, for example…the dominance of single age
classes, ‘in class’ groupings of similar ability, and perhaps more significantly, a truer
understanding of pedagogy, thereby reinforcing the micro-macro phenomenon which can
characterise action research according to McNiff (ibid).
To refer back to Pring, I believe the subject of this research to be both valuable and significant.
He writes (2000:21)
      “Educational research must attend to what it means to learn and that
       requires analysis of different sorts of learning.”
It is my intention to attempt to do this within the confines of this study.
   B.   Literature Review
Whilst completing a previous assignment, ‘Planning an Enquiry’, I found no relevant research
which was directly related to collaborative learning in creative writing in a mixed age junior class.
Therefore I had nothing relevant with which to compare my dissertation plan. Furthermore, I had
no relevant literature to guide my approach and none to refute my conclusions. A study by Galton
et al (1999) helped me to understand why this was the case.
They compared teaching and learning and classroom management in fifty eight primary schools
over two decades between the late nineteen seventies and late nineteen nineties (thereby spanning
the 1988 Education Act).  They concluded that during the twenty three year period very little
appeared to have changed on the surface. The physical layout of the classrooms including the
organisation of children into groups was similar. However there were changes within the teaching
and learning format. There was a noticeable focus towards more class teaching leading to a
decline in group work. They found less emphasis on active learning with more time devoted to
direct instruction. Worryingly, they found a ‘new group’ of children who neither sought nor
received attention, who did not display a high level of engagement nor disruptive behaviour. They
likened these behavioural characteristics to similar findings from secondary school studies of
children who were exposed to direct instruction for long periods of their school life. If these
findings were indicative of the national trend it may explain why there was a lack of research into
collaborative learning in a mixed age class. To put it simply, there appears to be not a lot of this
aspect of teaching and learning going on!
Other studies, notably Alexander (2004) as well as Herdman et al (2003) and Moyles et al (2003)
also found that whole class teaching was prevalent. Furthermore it was a ‘traditional’ teacher
directed style rather than interactive, that is to say teachers asked closed questions, pupils supplied
brief answers, and praise (as opposed to diagnostic feedback) was given. Little group interaction
in English and maths was noted. The findings of the P.A.C.E. project by Osborn et al (2000)
echoed the findings of Galton et al. They too noted an increase in the proportion of instruction and
whole class teaching at the expense of group work. In their report to the Primary Review, Tymms
and Mirrell (2007) summarise these findings by specifically stating that they are a direct result of
statutory requirements and the pressure of standardised assessment tests (SATS) and any shift
towards active collaborative work within primary classes would not occur while these were in
existence.
1. Classroom organisation pre and post Plowden
Prior to Plowden (1967) children sat predominantly in rows. Teaching was essentially didactic-
class based with some individual attention when the teacher thought it necessary. Plowden
suggested that children should work in groups of ability, with certain groups working
independently while the teacher concentrated on teaching a few individuals. This was an essential
part of her child centred pedagogy.
However, even though many education authorities and schools were influenced greatly by
Plowden and single desks gave way to grouped desks of ability during the latter part of the
century, Blatchford et al (2008) discovered that few teachers at that time and subsequently,
adopted Plowden’s suggested teaching style. They also found that grouping arrangements varied
from school to school….some streamed children into separate classes based on ability, others set
for maths and English, while most schools formed ability groups within each class, with teachers
teaching specifically to those groups. Despite the fact that most children in primary schools sat in
groups of ability Blatchford et al (2008:28) concluded that, “these pupils sit in groups but rarely
interact as groups.” They state that groups within classrooms are often formed without a strategic
view of their purpose with little support for pupil-pupil interactions within groups. Indeed, they go
on to summarise three main contexts for learning in a classroom…teacher led, individual and
interactions between pupils (collaborative learning)…and then argue that the latter has been
neglected as a teaching and learning style and this has led to a scarcity of research in this field.
What research there has been in group work has tended to concentrate on the effects of streaming
and setting. For instance, Daniels (1961) found a higher level of attainment in schools that did not
stream. A longitudinal study by Barker Lunn (1970) found no difference in academic performance
between streamed and non streamed schools. Similarly, international perspectives by Slavin
(1987) and Kulik and Kulik (1992) found little impact in attainment as a result of streaming. More
recently a study by Kutnik et al (2006) found that where schools adopted setting, pupils rarely
performed at key stage two (KS2) levels higher than the local authority or national average. What
these studies suggest by virtue of their findings is the lack of benefit, in terms of improved
performance, of setting or streaming. This in turn begs the question as to what benefits there are in
learning within mixed ability groups in a class, which in turn opens up areas for future research.
However, the gap in research between “current practice and the potential for using within class
pupil groupwork to enhance pupil learning”, Blatchford et al (2008:1), is noticeable. My study is
an effort to address this gap in one small area of the curriculum within the confines of my school.
Interestingly, there have been some studies that have concentrated their findings  specifically to
the problems of group work within a school. Cohen and Intilli (1981) found concerns from
teachers about the loss of control and children being off task. In their research, Lewis and Cowie
(1993) were not convinced that children were learning from one another; and Cowie and Ruddock
(1988) found that children often felt insecure and threatened when told to work in a group.
However, Blatchford and Galton (2003) would argue that teachers rarely draw upon social
pedagogic principles which would in turn enhance effective group working. They state that
supportive relationships are essential for the promotion of learning and that pupils must be able to
work in a socially inclusive manner with all members of their class. Furthermore, Blatchford et al
(2008) conclude simply that teachers are not trained properly in these aspects of social pedagogy.
In conclusion it is clear that the research on the benefits of collaborative learning is thin on the
ground, evidence has shown that schools have neglected or completely dismissed collaborative
learning and teacher training has done little to prepare teachers for effective work within groups.
2. The importance of collaborative learning in creative writing
My experience tells me that the interaction of ideas within a group can lead to a rich vein of
creative writing. The group does not necessarily have to be based on similar ability. During a
previous study on film, creative writing was undertaken as a whole class activity which included
children who were writing at national curriculum level five standard as well as those performing at
level two. Underpinning the exercise is the importance of speaking and listening within the whole
group which in turn influences the writing process. Recent research has confirmed this process
by highlighting the important connection between all three aspects…. speaking and listening and
the subsequent writing that takes place. Latham (2002) observed that speech both supported
and enhanced writing ability. A study by Stafford et al (2004) found that children who became
positively engaged in talking about written texts also widened their range in writing. Bearne’s
research (2005) showed definite links between developing children’s talking skills and their
writing skills. Underpinning all this is communication. Graves (1983) emphasises that writers
improve their skills when they know they have to communicate their ideas to an audience. This is
the basis of his ‘conferencing’. An audience both for speaking about writing and reading what has
been written is, according to him, the driver for improvement. Furthermore, Corden (2000) found
in his study that children acquired an oral metalanguage to allow important reflection, an
essential element for self assessment; and Johnson (2000) argues that in order for children to
expand their written vocabulary, rich oral language activities are essential. In my class the verbal
communication of ideas, feelings and opinions are inextricably linked with the process of creative
writing. It is my belief that this has a positive impact on the standard of writing. This study
attempts to show how.
3. What does creative writing mean in the context of this paper?
The phrase ‘creative writing’ does not occur anywhere in any National Curriculum document.
Indeed, since the Bullock Report (1975:24) stated that “creative writing is often false, artificially
stimulated and pumped up by the teacher,” the phrase has  virtually become extinct. My belief is
that since the National Curriculum was introduced in 1988 the political emphasis has
concentrated on parts of the curriculum, notably numeracy and literacy, that are measurable and
anything connected to creativity is difficult to measure. Nevertheless, some form of writing
creatively is assessed each year in statutory tests in both key stage one and two, so therefore it
would appear that writing in a creative format is still taught, learned and assessed in all state
primary schools. On this basis alone its existence must be viewed as being worthwhile. Kellogg
(1994) indicates that creative writing draws on critical thinking and the ability to make
judgements. Sharples (1999) likens this style of writing to a form of ‘creative design.’ Myhill
(2005:58) concludes that “writing creatively is fundamentally about communication and the
expression of ideas, feelings, opinions and arguments.”  Graves (1983:108) takes this one stage
further by stating that “writing is the medium through which our most intimate thoughts and
feelings can be expressed.” For the purpose of my own work with children the definition I use
comes from Robinson and one definition that he gives to creativity, which is ‘applied imagination’
(2001:115). For the purpose of this study, the creative writing that takes place is a fictional
narrative story created by the child. It is a child’s applied imagination in a written format.
4. The ‘individual in social action’
Although each child wrote his or her own individual story they were influenced either directly or
indirectly by other members of the group. Cobbs (1994:13) categorises this style of learning as,
“the individual in social action.” If we view engagement in group work accordingly, then it is
necessary to take into account sociocultural theorists such as Bruner (1996) who emphasise the
social nature of learning and focus on individuals acquiring knowledge within a social context.
Bruner believes that what is learned relates strongly to the situation in which it is learned. Studies
by Wells and Claxton (2002) and Daniels (2001) also promote the idea that learning is shaped to
a significant extent by social and communicative interaction. In other words, we cannot truly
understand the nature of thinking and learning without taking into account the social and
communicative nature of human life.
Underpinning this theme is earlier work by Vygotsky (1962 and 1978).  He believed in the
essential aspect of language and stated that it was fundamentally a cultural tool which helped to
develop knowledge in a community, as well as defining individual thought. Moreover, meaning
was constructed through talk. An essential part of the creation of meaning involved what he terms
the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), which he defines as the buds as opposed to the fruits
of learning, concentrating on the prospective and not the retrospective element of mental
development. The ZPD is essentially potential development which can be realised through “adult
guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers.” (Vygotsky 1978:86). Indeed in his work
on the ZPD, Vygotsky (1978:84) states that “what children can do with the assistance of others
might in some sense be even more indicative of their mental development than what they can do
alone.” Furthermore he emphasises that “human learning presupposes a specific social nature and
a process by which children grow into the intellectual life of those around them” (1978:88). This
particularly interested me with regard to the dynamics of my class and hints at an element of
what Girard (1961) terms ‘mimetic desire’ which espouses the view that imitation is an aspect of
behaviour in all of us which greatly affects learning. This, I thought, would be particularly
significant when tracking the behaviour of the younger children as they worked with older
children. Finally, Vygotsky’s view of learning within the community is highlighted by his statement
that, “learning awakens a variety of internal  developmental processes that are able to operate
only when the child is interacting with people in his environment” (1978:90). However, even
though Vygotsky’s work in this field is largely to do with problem solving and does not mention
creative writing in any way, I found it helpful with regard to understanding the potential
development (ZPD) within the process of learning, which in turn helped me to understand
significant elements of how children learn.
Other studies in this vein, notably Ryder and Campbell (1989), found that participants in effective
social interaction experience ‘group sense’, i.e. a feeling of shared endeavour. Furthermore,
Mercer (2000) found that participants who interact also ‘interthink’. Piaget (1932) emphasised the
importance of learning in a group with different opinions and viewpoints, what Doise and Mugny
(1984) later termed socio cognitive conflict. Piaget (1932) believed that children need to
encounter beliefs that differ from existing ones. He called this the process of ‘equilibration’,
which is the reconciliation by an individual of conflict between prior and newly experienced
beliefs. This conflict theory worked particularly well in a group as was discovered by Doise and
Mugny (1978) and (1979). They worked with groups with  a) contrasting ideas and  b) similar
ideas, and found that the group with contrasting ideas showed greater achievement.
The importance of communication as emphasised by Vygotsky and Piaget led to further studies
which have attempted to define the quality of talk necessary to enhance learning. Barnes and
Todd (1977) define this as ‘exploratory talk’, with three keys features…
1. Effective sharing of information.
2. Clear explanation of opinions.
3. Examination of explanations.
Mercer and Littleton (2007) state that exploratory talk involves partners in purposeful, critical and
constructive engagement. Anderson at al (1998) prefer to use the term ‘collaborative reasoning’
where children actively collaborate to solve certain problems. However, according to Howe and
Mercer “one of the strongest messages to emerge from surveying classroom activity is that in
British primary schools exploratory
(and collaborative) talk seldom occurs.” (2008:8). Furthermore, Wells (1986) states that the
overall climate of British primaries is not compatible with the need for extended engagement in
using language to construct knowledge. Similarly, twenty years later, Alexander (2006) found
classroom discourse to be fundamentally monologic and dominated by the teacher. This point is
examined further by Howe and Mercer (2008:18) who emphasise that the potential values of
collaborative interactions and discussions can only be realised if the children are given
“structured guidance by their teachers” in order to maximise opportunities. Once again the lack of
sufficient training for teachers in this field was highlighted.
5. Theoretical Framework for this study
Although the psychological theories of constructivism and Vygotsky’s zone of proximal
development are relevant to this study, I decided that I would use a social theory as a framework
to analyse the data because I believed that this would help me to understand more about the
group and individual dynamics of collaborative learning within my class. I considered using ‘social
interactionism’ (as developed by Strauss 1978) at first, but preferred Wenger’s social theory of
learning as exemplified in his book, Communities of Practice’ (1998) because of his emphasis on
engagement (practice) and its placement at the heart of learning. Indeed, Wenger argues social
interactionism places its emphasis on social groups and how they interact to form societies and
places of identities, which does not fit in with my intentions. What seemed more pertinent to me
was Wenger’s primary unit of analysis, which is not the individual, nor the social institution but the
“informal communities of practice that people form as they pursue shared enterprise.” (Wenger
1998:4). This practice has as its core the creation of meaning and meaning, according to Wenger
is ultimately what learning is to produce.  He summarises his theory of practice thus…“what
people do and how they give meaning to their actions and to the world through everyday
engagement.” (1998:283).
The primary focus of Wenger’s theory is that of learning as social participation. He sets out four
major points which summarise his views on learning……
1. We are all social beings.
2. Knowledge is a matter of social competence.
3. Knowing is a matter of engagement in the world.
4. Meaning is ultimately what learning is to produce.
Within communities individuals learn by engaging in and contributing to the practices of those
communities. This, I thought would allow me an interesting framework to analyse the
collaborative learning that took place within the confines of this study. One further aspect of his
work that I thought would be interesting to pursue is the matter of identity, which is encapsulated
in his statement thus… “engagement in social practice is the fundamental process by which we
learn and so become who we are.” (Wenger 1998:1). This question of identity led me to analyse
each individual’s contribution to what they perceived to be the main purpose of this task, how the
group shaped their actions, and what the experience meant for them. His belief that “learning is, in
essence, a fundamentally social phenomenon, reflecting our own deeply social nature as human
beings capable of knowing”, (1998:3) fitted in with the collaborative aspect of this study and
would I believe open up areas for discussion which would be pertinent for both my school and
primary education in general.
C. Collection of Data
1. Proposed Methodology
According to Ritchie and Lewis (2003) there are essentially two epistemological stances which
determine the nature and acquisition of knowledge, positivism and interpretivism. Of the two,
interpretivism best fits the requirements of this study because it is directly concerned with
exploring the social world of my classroom through the child’s individual and group interactions.
My intention as a teacher is to create a situation where the group interaction itself positively
generates effective learning, what Wenger refers to as communities of practice becoming “a
privileged locus for the acquisition of knowledge.” (1998:214). Translating this into educational
terms, my intention is to create a ‘community of learning’ and then to examine this within the
parameters of this study. My examination using the interprevist approach eschews natural
scientific methods as inappropriate for social investigation. This in turn opens up the likelihood of
the evaluation of data being inextricably linked to the researcher’s perspectives and values. This
method therefore has drawbacks with regard to establishing truth, which I shall debate later.
It is my belief that the nature of this study determines a qualitative research approach because I
wish to develop a deeper understanding of how children within a mixed age class develop
vocabulary and construct meaning and understanding through interaction. The qualitative
researcher, according to Stake (1995) pulls things apart and puts them together using both
analysis and synthesis in the interpretation, which is what I intend to do. I am not at present
concerned with collecting and analysing a set of facts as characterised by quantitative research,
although I do not rule out the possibility of extending the results of this study to accommodate
this in the future.
My study could certainly be recorded through a series of case studies using the four children in
year three. I could also in turn follow Stenhouse’s (1978) idea and develop an ethnographic case
study using those four mini case studies as a basis for analysis. Even though there is a
chronological aspect to this paper it has never been my intention to make this into a narrative
study. Instead I believe my approach to this research fits more readily into the characteristics of
action (or practitioner) research as exemplified by the early works of Stenhouse (1975) and
Schon (1983), which highlight the importance of teacher research as ‘reflective enquiry’. This
reflection is both ‘in’ as well as ‘on’ practice. In other words I reflect on my practice as it is taking
place. This approach is crucial to the analysis of the data, which is designed to critically examine
the learning that takes place, the part I play in it and the future implications for me as a
teacher promoting and developing peer learning. Indeed, if the main purpose of research is to
create new knowledge or to help us know something that we did not previously know (Bassey
1995), then the main purpose of action research is to try to put that knowledge to practical use,
what Dadds (2004:2) terms “systematic enquiry made public and practical.”
The characteristics of action research helped me to define my approach. For example, Zeni
(1998:19)explains that action research is concerned with “practitioners studying their own
professional practice”, with the desire to “assess, develop or improve their practice.” Using action
research in education, according to Langeveld (1965:4) allows us to “know and understand in
order to act and act better than we previously did.” This for me is the beauty of this type of
research because not only does it have practicality at its core, it is instrumental in changing
things for the better. Indeed, as Elliot (1997:25) explains, “what distinguishes action research
from other enquiries is its transformative intentions.” This study therefore is designed to examine
how a change in my practice (stage two of the action research cycle) which began with my
original concern (stage one) directly benefitted the younger children in my class. The findings of
the study (stage four of the cycle) in turn would enable me to redefine that original concern (stage
five) and reach conclusions which could change my practice and pose questions for future
analysis. My approach therefore followed each stage of the action research cycle.
Bell (1993) states that action research is not a method nor a technique. It is instead a practical
approach to solving problems, with the practitioners themselves carrying out the research which
is directly linked towards greater understanding and improvement in practice. Cohen, Manion and
Morrison (1989) state that it is characterised by a variety of mechanisms, such as questionnaires,
diaries and interviews so that the “ensuing feedback may then be translated into modifications,
adjustments, directional changes, bringing about lasting benefit to the ongoing process.”  (Cohen
et al 1989:23). The methods employed in action research, as Bell (1993) mentions, are
determined by the nature of the information required. In my case I used a variety of methods in
order to garner as much information as possible which helped me to understand how learning
took place within a variety of collaborative aspects inside my class. Indeed as Dadds (2004:2)
observes, “there is no sacrosanct way of conducting practitioner research……….the main
requirement is that we need to do it with as much validity as we can muster.” This type of
research, she suggests, is a “form of professional conversation between our practice and our
reflective powers” (2004:7), what Hart (2000) might term the process of ‘thinking through
teaching’. Within my own case this was apparent after my previous study on the use of film with
children’s writing. The fact that I witnessed the positive effect of whole class collaboration within
this project prompted me to change my approach to the teaching of creative writing in general
and then to examine the outcomes with younger children within my class.
Practitioner researchers are, as Stenhouse (1975:157) observes, “concerned with the
development of a sensitive and self critical subjective perspective and not with the aspiration to
unattainable objectivity.” As a result they are not concerned with generalisations in the way that
some large scale researches are, but rather they attempt to seek new understanding that will
“create the most intelligent and informed approach” (Dadds 2004:3) to improving provision in one
given aspect. However, even though this study examines one year group within one class in one
area of one subject, the findings may well have repercussions that question practice elsewhere.
Even though action research is, according to Marshall and Rosman (1999) explorative by nature,
it is also characterised by what Dadds (2004), refers to as practitioners arriving at the point of
research with experience, skills and knowledge, which she views as essential in order to provide
the necessary “expertise required for good practitioner research” (Dadds 2004:2) If that is the
case then as an experienced practitioner I arrive at this study with a question to answer and a
situation to explore. Furthermore, I want to analyse my findings with the intention of improving my
practice and I want my conclusions to have practical value.
2. Methods used in the collection of data.
Even though Bell (1993:7), classes action research as an approach and not a method, she states
that it “needs to be planned in the same systematic way as any other type of research.”  As a
result I systematically planned to collect data for this research within one week in November in
the Autumn term 2008. It involved me gathering data in the following way …..
     1. Verbal data, both in group situations and individual interviews. I decided not to use
questionnaires on the grounds that they might limit response. I taped each individual and group
session and analysed the transcripts at a later date.
2. Scrutiny of children’s written work. I analysed the written narrative work
of children in year three in September and compared it to the story completed in November. I used
Wilson’s Criterion Scale (2001) to grade the level of writing.
3. Observation of patterns of behaviour. During the writing sessions when
the children were on task I made a note of their movements, who they elected to work with, who
decided to work alone, how they reacted when they needed advice. I recorded my observations at
the time of happening in a journal.
4. Moderation from another teacher (critical friend). This included
discussion with regard to the appropriateness of interview questions,
the grading of children’s writing and their behaviour when working with others.
I was aware of Whitehead’s (1987) argument that action research must of itself be educational
and I was determined to include the data gathering within the normal proceedings of the class
routine in order to address this. Therefore, the seeking of a ‘solution’ to the problem (stage two of
the action research cycle) incorporated for example organising the children into a large group for
a whole class discussion, (stage three) which was not abnormal. However, the individual
interviews took place on Thursday when I had ‘non contact’ time and the junior class was taught
by another teacher. This was perhaps the only data gathering exercise which was by definition
outside of the normal class procedure.
Once I gathered the data my task was to analyse it with the intention of answering the question
as to how children in year three are influenced in creative writing by the older children in my
class. This is what McNiff (1988:82) terms, “homing in on the focal points of the enquiry.”
However this was problematic which I refer to in the section concerning ‘Issues of reliability
and validity involved in the collection of data.’
3. Ethical Considerations
According to Pring (2000) there are two main principles which need to be addressed before
beginning educational research. The first principle is respect for the dignity and confidentiality of
those who are the objects of the research. The second principle is the pursuit of truth. Within
those two principles he recognises three moral situations which must also be addressed. Firstly,
the process and conclusions of the research may have significant consequences for the school
and teachers. Secondly, there may be a clash between the pursuit of truth and the commitment
to confidentiality of the source. And finally, the truth, as the researcher may view it, could well be
questioned in the light of future research and evidence. As a result of these issues, he suggests
that certain procedures need to be adhered to when undertaking research in a school. He states
that the anonymity of the school and teachers needs to be preserved. The researcher should
seek clearance with relevant people with regard to the accuracy of the data and there should be
an opportunity for all those concerned to question the researcher’s interpretation of the data.
Lambert (2008) emphasises a further consideration, which I feel is particularly relevant to
research in school. He states that research should “not cause harm to those involved and
everything should be done with their consent.” (2008:72).
Taking these issues into consideration I spoke to the children about my research and to their
parents in individual meetings and guaranteed essential points….
Each child was afforded confidentiality. This meant that comments made in interviews were
treated as confidential both inside and outside school. No names would be mentioned in reports
concerning interviews or group discussion. Tapes and tape transcripts would not be labelled in a
way which may compromise anonymity, and sampling documents would be stored separately
from data. Before each interview I held a pre-interview discussion with each child explaining
what the interview would be like and informed them that the conversation would be taped. They
were free to exclude themselves any time without recrimination. Both Lambert (2008) and Pring
(2000) agree that an individual should be afforded the option of not being involved. Although I
have never had any refusals in the past I felt it was essential to gain consent. I was aware of the
situation surrounding the precedent of the ‘Gillick competent child’, but still felt it necessary to
gain permission from each set of parents prior to interviews for the following reasons….
1. A good school/ home relationship relies on openness and transparency.
2. The findings of my research could be significant to their child and they need to know this.
3. The school’s child protection policy dictates that no publication concerning children in
school will take place without parental permission.
Finally, I explained that if this research was disseminated to the public domain e.g. at a
conference, no names would be mentioned. Confidentiality would be guaranteed.
There were of course other ethical issues concerning the process of gathering information which
were intertwined within the roles of teacher cum researcher. I deal with these in the section with
the sub-heading ‘Issues of reliability and validity involved in the collection of data’ 
4. Procedure…a chronological report of what I did that week in November.
In order for the reader to understand the significance of the findings I think it useful to explain
what each aspect of procedure was about. This section therefore attempts to place each
procedure in context, outline its characteristics and review its significance.
I wanted the children to write a ‘time slip’ story based on a book by Norris, A. (2001) called
‘Aquila’. I read the first chapter to the class on Monday morning. Briefly it concerns two boys are
on a day trip with their class. They wander off from the group during lunch break and fall down
the side of a cliff. They are not hurt. To his great surprise one of the boys discovers a skeleton
clothed in Roman armour. Next to the body is a round red machine with two seats inside. The
boys climb in, one presses a button and they zoom into the air. Terrified, they press another
button and go backwards, not just in direction, but also time. The children’s task was to complete
the story as if they were directly involved in the adventure. I chose this particular story because
all the children had at one time or another written a ‘time slip’ story. Because they were familiar
with this, my belief was that it would not create a barrier towards any form of collaboration as
might say a science fiction story which only half the class were familiar with. In other words
‘Aquila’ and the ‘time slip’ story would help towards the focus of the research more than any other
form of creative narrative. 
As far as the layout of the class is concerned, the children began the first day sitting around
tables in separate year groups. They regard this set up as a sort of baseline, from which anything
can happen. I specifically wanted to note what movement took place.
a. The sessions
Whenever I embark on a story writing session I split the process into three sections. On Monday
we begin the story which includes the introduction of the characters and setting. Tuesday sees
the bulk of the story develop, what happens to the characters, where the story is leading.
Wednesday brings the story to a conclusion. I always allow the children to talk about the story
with each other, particularly at the beginning of each session. I also encourage them to draw
characters and scenes on a large sheet of paper to set a picture in their minds which they can
then attempt to talk about and describe. This takes place on Monday before any writing begins
and they are free to add to the sketch at any time.
b. Conferencing
At certain times of each session I ask the children to read their stories to another member of the
class who they have not discussed their ideas with and ask each child to comment and advise. I
also ‘chair’ a conference group. This is based on the work by Graves (1994). This occurs usually
twice in the course of a three day story writing session. Children sit in a large group (usually the
whole class) and read out their incomplete story. Others comment, giving ideas as to how a child
can improve his/her writing. Children are free to accept or reject advice. I have found this to be a
very powerful tool.
c. Note taking
The story writing sessions followed this normal pattern, with one exception. I took notes during
the sessions. I explained this to the children beforehand. They had experience of me taking notes
before during various research projects and they were not unduly concerned. I guaranteed their
anonymity, stating that no names would be mentioned. There were no objections. Furthermore, I
secured a verbal agreement from all sets of parents to use written or spoken material in this
study. I gained their consent during ‘parents week’ which took place at the end of October. The
children were made aware of this.
After I introduced the story ‘Aquila’, we had an open discussion about what it was about. Girl A
(Y6) answered correctly, “Time slip. The two boys go back in time. In our stories we can go
backwards or forwards in time and write about our adventure.”
Children in years four, five and six had experience of writing time slip stories with me before.
Children in year three had not done so with me but had written this type of story when they were
in the infant class. I asked the children to choose a partner and to begin talking about what could
happen in their stories, for example where they go, what date it would be, who they would meet
and what might happen. The choice of partner was not influenced by me.  Once the children had
chosen a partner I asked them to discuss their ideas and draw sketches of images in their mind.
After twenty five minutes I asked each child to open their literacy books and write the first few
opening sentences. I then asked the children to read these sentences to someone else in the
class who had no knowledge of their ideas and invited comment. I took notes.
Conferencing took place just before the end of the Monday session and half way through Tuesday.
All the stories were finished on time. 
d. The writing task
The task for everyone in the class was to improve the descriptive aspect of their story writing.
Naturally, the children’s writing was at different levels, but nevertheless there was a definite
agenda for everyone according to their ability. In order to guide them I concentrated on using my
framework to improve writing, which is based on the work of Wilson (2001). I call it ‘improve your
writing with SOAPP’. I had banners on one of the class walls explaining what SOAPP means. In
each case I gave examples to illustrate what I was looking for.
S     Sentences. Make your sentences interesting. Use complex sentences.
O    Openings. Vary the openings to your sentences.
A    Ambitious words. Experiment with different ways to say things.
P    Punctuation. There are rules for writing and we must follow them.
P    Presentation. Other people need to read your writing.
For the purpose of this exercise I wanted the children to concentrate on using ambitious words (A)
and different openings (O) to sentences. In order to help them I put up another banner explaining
what types of ambitious words and different openings I was looking for. It all fell within the
parameters of improving the descriptive aspect of story writing and I called it ‘ways to improve
description’. I listed the following with examples…..adjectives, adverbs, interesting verbs, words
to use other than ‘said’, similes and personification.
Because of their ability range my expectations varied. For example, for children with lower ability
level (around level two in the national framework) I wanted them to use more adjectives and to
introduce adverbs into their writing. For the top ability range (those operating at level five) I was
looking for personification. However, for the purpose of this research I did not tell them
individually what I was expecting. I wanted to see how children in year three would react if I
mentioned no such expectations. I would normally have done otherwise. For example, with a
lower ability child I would have told them to introduce three adverbs in their story and use at least
seven or eight adjectives and to try a different opening to a sentence. I would quantify my
expectations in a similar manner throughout the group. I explained to the class that good
narrative writing was not just about interesting story lines and ideas, but it was also about the
structure of the writing and it was this particular element that was under scrutiny this week.
e. Interviews
I recorded individual interviews with year three children on Thursday (see appendix). This was
done in a separate room (library). Before each interview I had a confidential discussion with the
child explaining in detail what would take place. I emphasised their right to refusal and their right
not to answer any question they felt uncomfortable with. I explained once more that their names
would not be used by me and that the tapes would be stored without labels in a locked drawer.
There were no objections. I recorded the interviews with the four children in year three and then
on Friday I took a sample of further individual interviews with older children to give me a different
perspective. I decided to choose the child from each year group who had made the most
progress during the previous year mainly because there would be something more substantial for
us to discuss, but also more specifically, I wanted to enquire if working with another child had
influenced their writing and if so in what way. On Friday, I engaged the whole class in a
discussion of story writing and recorded their comments, explaining once again the guaranteed
anonymity of their contributions.
f. Levelling the writing
On Sunday I scrutinised the story writing of children in year three using Wilson’s (2001) criteria
which allowed me to level the writing according to national performance standards. I then
compared the level of their writing with that in September. On Monday I asked my critical friend to
verify my findings and asked for her observations. I noted them down during the conversation.
5. Issues of reliability and validity involved in the collection of data
a. Bias (in interviews)
           “The pursuit of knowledge and the associated right to know is not
            a principle which looks to the consequences of an action. It is a
            principle of procedure which is intrinsic to the very engagement
            in research”. (Pring 2000:148)
Pring’s pursuit of knowledge is essentially the pursuit of truth and this according to him underpins
the purpose of research which includes not only the outcomes but also the process involved. As a
result I was conscious of the fact that both outcomes and procedure must be scrutinised for
veracity. The difficulty though with a small scale study such as this is that the truth can often be
compromised in the sense that “the findings are inevitably influenced by the researcher’s
perspectives and values making it impossible to conduct objective value free research.” (Ritchie
and Lewis 2003:17). Indeed my selection of interview as opposed to questionnaire has in itself an
in built fault according to Bell (1993:95), who points out that, “it is easier to lead in an interview
than it is in a questionnaire”. This fault is addressed by Seltitz et al (1962), who state that,
“interviewers are human beings and not machines.” There in lies the conflict with regard to
Pring’s philosophical approach. Pring’s search for truth in research and in particular practitioner
research, will always be subject to human interpretation. As a result, Bell (ibid) promotes first of
all an honesty of approach with regard to strongly held views and also the application of self
control. This was a pertinent caution to me because I was aware of my own failings in past
research projects when I prompted replies. Therefore when I replayed the responses from taped
individual and group sessions I scrutinised my contributions as carefully as I did the children’s.
Furthermore, I asked my critical friend to moderate my interpretations of the recordings. My
overall findings therefore have to be viewed within this precautionary framework.
b. Bias (during observation)
“Careful observations are the bedrock of good teaching.” (Jones and Somekh 2005:141). Before
beginning this I had to be clear as to what format I would conduct my observations. Jones and
Somekh (ibid) define observation in three formats, systematically structured, ethnographic and
symbolic interactionism. I felt that the  last format was most pertinent for this study because
noting patterns of behaviour and taking account of how ideas can generate between individuals
in a group, was essentially what I was looking for. I was aware though that data collection
involving symbolic interaction was not without its faults. Blumer (2004), for example, predicted
that respondents will often try to reach a mutually shared definition of the situation with the
researcher. Furthermore, respondents will search for clues for answers from the researcher and
will attempt to understand the purpose behind the questions. In other words the respondents
were in effect seeking out the preferred response from the interviewer thereby recognising the
interviewer’s bias and responding accordingly.
Moreover, in group discussions each member may take account of other group members preferred
opinions or bias when putting forward their own ideas. If this is not checked it can be prohibitive,
as Cowie (2005) discovered with her work on assessment. However my observations concentrated
on the movement, the comments and on how ideas emerged. During these observations my focus
was primarily on what the children were actually doing and not so much on what form our
discussions were taking. My note taking attempted to reflect this. I made sure that I included
everyone in my journal even to the point where ‘no actions’ were recorded or confusion reigned. I
decided to write in my journal ‘as things happened’. Although not perfect I believed it was a
better option than note taking retrospectively which Ritchie (2003:54) describes as “post event
rationalisation,” which may by its nature risk a more biased review. Therefore my note taking
contained a copious amount of factual events, which I later analysed.
Overall I believe that my attempts to seek out the truth from more than one method of data
collection along with the constant moderation of my critical friend have helped to reduce the
inevitable levels of bias and subjectivity by some degree.
c. The problematic role of teacher as researcher
Before I began collecting data from interviews (both group and individual) I was aware of
attempting to conduct the interviews in the manner of a conversation as outlined by Moser and
Kalton (1971). I wanted these interviews to help me to “see the world through the child’s
perspective,” (Hart 2000:3). Furthermore, I wanted to follow Flick’s (1998:27) line of thinking
when he states that, “qualitative research concerns itself with the perspectives of the participants
and their diversity.”  I was also aware that group interviews could, according to Lewis (1992),
help to reveal consensus views as well as allowing participants to challenge one another’s views.
A further advantage of these group sessions, as outlined by observers such as Powney and
Watts (1997) and Breakwell (1990), was the stimulation of new ideas to aid future projects. In
order for all these positives to take place it was essential for me to approach these sessions in a
flexible way, thereby allowing a flow of independent ideas. This brings into play the complication
of being both teacher and researcher. I was conscious of Barbour and Schostak’s (2005)
analysis of Bourdieu’s work with French poor, when they highlight the ‘power’ of the researcher
and emphasise the need for the researcher to adopt the pose of the ‘listener’. However, my
professional role as teacher and indeed headteacher, inevitably carries with it an element of
power and control which is constant in all contact with children. Therefore, for me to gain a true
understanding of each child’s perspective I needed to create a climate of trust and a dynamic for
debate in order to gain significant data from individual and group interviews as well as group
discussions. What helped me in my attempt to create this was the very nature of the school itself.
The ethos of the school centres round that of a caring extended family. With only two full time
teachers, each child spends at least three years with each teacher. Familiarity in this context is
more likely to promote cohesion and trust than suspicion. Furthermore, the fact that I had
conducted successful research with virtually the same children during the previous two years
helped considerably.
There is also a pedagogical issue with regard to the problematic role of the teacher as researcher
and it is to do with the constructivist research model which certainly played some part in this
research, notably during group discussions. Pawson (1989:292) defines this as “engaging in a
process of joint construction of meaning.” This constructivist research model was later defined by
Kvale (1996:4) as a process whereby “knowledge is not a ‘given’ but is created and negotiated.”
He further explains that through conversations the interviewer leads the subject to “new insights”
(ibid). If I wanted to create and negotiate new knowledge and insights particularly with group
discussions, then clearly how I went about this was crucial. The significant fact is that the focus of
my research which concentrated on collaborative learning did, by its very nature, define my role
as teacher. I developed what Hock (1995) refers to as a ‘chaordic’ organisation, whereby learning
involves a close interaction of order and chaos. I allowed freedom of movement, encouraged free
expression of ideas, expected disorder. Underpinning my approach was Wenger’s (1998:266)
assertion that “the learning that takes place is a response to the pedagogical intentions of the
setting.” I outlined my intentions to the children and we operated within the educational design I
set.
D) Findings
The findings were organised and then scrutinised with the perspective of the research question in
mind, which was “what effect will collaborative learning have on younger children in a creative
writing session in a mixed age setting.” This section deals fundamentally with stage three
(implementation) and stage four (evaluation) of the action research cycle.
At first I used Cohen, Manion and Morrison’s (2007) five ways to organise the data, which are…..
1. By individuals…..recording their total response from individual interviews.
2. By groups…..summarising themes that occurred during group recorded sessions.
3. By issues….as they arose, in the taped sessions, both individual and group, in the scrutiny of
written work and observation of behaviour.
4. By research question…..preserving the coherence of the data and eschewing irrelevance.
5. By instruments…using all the recorded data.
I recorded my findings as they occurred in a chronological fashion…
observation of behaviour during the planning session, conferencing in pairs, group conferencing,
individual interviews, group discussion and scrutiny of work. I then analysed the data ‘through
‘the lens’ provided by Wenger’s theory of practice and by doing so certain collaborative and
group themes emerged. I have used these themes as sub headings.
1. Optional Collaboration
a. With year three children
I was particularly interested in observing how the development of ideas took place, who elected
to work with whom and why. Interestingly, during the first planning session the two boys in year
three sought out someone older, boy A (Y3) chose to work with boy B (Y5) and boy B (Y3) with
boy A (Y6), while the two girls decided to work with each other. I asked the two girls why they
chose to work together.
Girl A (Y3) answered, “Because we work well together.”
Girl B (Y3) agreed and said, “We’re friends.”
I asked the two boys why they chose the partners they did. They had no experience of working
with them beforehand on any story project and they stated friendship for their main reason. It
appeared to me that they were perhaps more concerned with the fun of the process as opposed to
the quality of the outcome. This was particularly noticeable with boy B (Y3) who, without
hesitation, chose to work with boy A (Y6), a boy who had been on the ‘school action’ register for
special educational needs in literacy for most of his primary school years. Indeed the standard of
writing of the older boy was virtually equivalent to that of the boy three years his junior, so I
wondered what benefit the younger child would gain from the partnership. Boy A (Y3) similarly
moved quickly to select his partner, a year five boy who, although always conscientious, had little
flair for writing, and was performing below the standard norm in literacy for his age group.
Once in their pairing I noticed that the four children in year three behaved in virtually individual
ways. The two girls started to discuss their ideas together and began to draw the picture in their
mind about what their story looked like in visual terms, but proceeded to divide the large sheet of
planning paper into half, with girl A (Y3) concentrating on drawing a cave and girl B (Y3) a castle.
I asked why. They told me that they decided to write separate stories, but they still wanted to sit
next to each other and draw on the same sheet of paper so that they could share ideas. I
watched them for the next fifteen minutes. They never spoke to each other. Clearly, they were
locked in the creativity of their own individual stories and shared nothing that I was aware of.
Later, in interview, I asked them about this point. Girl A (Y3) said that she actually preferred to
work by herself. “Stories just come to me,” she said. “I don’t need to talk about it.” Girl B said
virtually the same thing but did acknowledge that she enjoyed talking through her ideas with girl
B (Y3). I asked both girls to tell me which child they would go to for ideas if they ‘got stuck’. They
both said girl A (Y6).
Clearly they had gained nothing by being together for the planning session apart from being
comfortable. The implication for me to consider in the future therefore was whether they would
gain something more significant by planning with an older child. I made a note to try this at a later
date and compare my findings.
Boy B (Y3) and boy A (Y6) chose to return to Roman times in their story and began to draw their
characters around a Roman fort. After seven minutes of sketching, boy B (Y3) began dictating
opening sentences for boy A (Y6) to copy down on their sheet of paper while he drew. He was
aware that I had told him that writing was planned to take place after this session, but he asked if
he could continue because he really wanted “to get on with the story.” They continued to
exchange ideas, but the lead for the development of the story and indeed what words were to be
used in the introduction were taken by the younger boy. I made a note to ask him in interview
later that week why he replied ‘I’ and not ‘we’ want to get on with it, preferring not to ask him
while the Y6 boy was present in order to save possible embarrassment. He replied that he knew he
was going to write the story by himself in the end and he wanted to make a start. I asked him if he
actually learned anything from working with his partner. He replied, “Not really.”
Interestingly, I later found that boy A (Y6) had included all the phrases and sentences in his story
dictated to him by boy B (Y3) proving that in these planning sessions the flow of advice, in terms
of its acceptance is not simply determined by age, but rather by ability.
Boy A (Y3) spent the twenty five planning minutes sketching a castle in some detail. Boy B (Y5)
talked about the development of the story as he saw it and began to label parts of the castle
drawn by boy A (Y3) with pieces of description, such as ‘dangerous moat’…. ‘cold, dark
dungeon’…. ‘emergency escape tunnel.’ Boy A (Y3) did not label anything. He spent the time
saying encouraging statements such as ‘good one’…. ‘yeah, that’s good!’ and reading the words
that boy B (Y5) had written. During the planning period he never contributed any ideas. Later, in
interview I asked him why. He replied that the older boy had good ideas so ‘I just let him talk and
write.’ When asked if he had learned anything from planning with boy B (Y5), he replied that he
had, but when pressed could not explain exactly what. When I later scrutinised both stories I
found no trace of similarity in the storyline, but did find that boy A (Y3) had included such phrases
as ‘dangerous moat’ and ‘cold dark dungeon’ which he had copied from the planning sheet.
The children in year three have had previous experience of collaboration. They have worked on
various scientific, technological and mathematical projects with partners and larger groups
throughout the infant class and during the first term in the junior class. This was though, the first
time that they had worked collaboratively with the rest of the junior class in creative writing. In this
first planning session there was very little collaboration. They pursued the task essentially as
individuals. This in itself contradicted Wenger’s (1998) primary focus of learning being defined by
social participation and I was concerned that using his framework had limitations.
I considered whether the children’s reluctance to exchange ideas was specific to story writing, or
whether because they were ‘new’ to the juniors. Perhaps they simply did not know how to share
and develop narrative ideas with another person. Clearly though, their choice of partner in this
exercise had little direct bearing on their story writing. This essentially challenged what I had
pursued as standard practice. For years I had followed the same procedure of partner choice. I
now wondered if this had any real impact on the standard of creative writing. The only way to find
out was to alter my practice and compare outcomes. This was an issue I would have to address
at a later date. In the meantime, the implications which resulted from my observation of year
three children led me directly to examine how the rest of the class pursued the task. I wanted to
find out if the children in year three behaved in significantly different way to the rest of the class. I
thought the comparison would help me to attach more focus to the research question.
b. With the rest of the class
I noticed that the three girls in year six chose to work together, as did the four girls in year four.
The three boys left in year five also chose to work together. Indeed, the only children to stand,
leave their seat and seek out someone from another table were the two boys in year three. This,
at first, made me question my classroom organisation and Wenger’s stipulation that “learning
takes place in response to the pedagogical intentions of the setting.” (1998:266). What would
have happened if I had deliberately mixed up the year groups and the table settings to begin
with? But clearly this was not the object of the observation. The intention was to observe their
movement and their choice of partner in what was a normal setting. A ‘forced mixing’ would have
compromised their element of choice.
Another issue arose. There was no mixed gender pairing. This surprised me. I was not aware of
any gender issue with these children. However before I could write this down in my note book,
girl A (Y6) paired up with boy C (Y5). They had never elected to work together before in narrative
story writing and I asked why now. Girl A (Y6) said, “We have worked well together on problem
solving challenges, so I thought we could give it a go with writing.” Boy C (Y5) said, “I want to
write a good story. She always has good ideas. Also, we get on well.”
I asked the four girls in year four why they decided to stay together. Girl A (Y4) replied, “We just
like each other.”
The three boys in year five who stayed together gave me a similar answer.
Therefore, it would appear that for the class as a whole, the pairing for the discussion of ideas was
based on friendship, with only one pair based on previous experience of working together.
On reflection, another thought occurred to me. By standing up, leaving your year group and
seeking out somebody else, it could be conceived by those remaining as a denial of friendship. If
that was the case, why did the two boys in year three do just this? After discussion with my
critical friend who had taught both boys for three years, it became clear. They had never been
friends. The two year three girls had earlier elected to work as partners, leaving the two boys to
make the choice of working together or finding someone else. They had no hesitation. I later
asked girl A (Y6) and boy C (Y5) why they left their respected year groups. Girl A (Y6) said that
there was no way that two out of the three girls would pair up leaving one alone. She also said
that trying to imagine a story in a group of three hardly ever worked. Furthermore, before she left
the year group she asked them if they would mind if she worked with someone else. Boy C (Y5)
simply replied that he did not know who to choose as a partner and rather than annoy someone
‘on his table’ he chose to work with someone else from another one. So, even in the act of
moving away from their year group, they did so ensuring that their respective friendships with
their own year group would not be jeopardised, leaving me to conclude that in the act of optional
pairing, friendship was the most noteworthy motivatory factor. This aspect fell in line with
Wenger’s discourse on learning and the importance of mutual understanding and relationships
when engaged in a ‘carefully understood enterprise’ (1998:97). In other words maintaining good
relationships in this case helped the children to stay on task. An element of discord would no
doubt have proved unhelpful to the task.
The issue now was whether this had a positive impact on the standard of creative narrative
writing. Clearly, so far for year three children it had little impact. The possibility of similar
consequences for the other children was something I would have to examine at a later date.
2 . Directed Collaboration
After the planning session I instructed the children to write for twenty minutes. The discussions
that took place in the planning session stopped. Each child had to write the beginning of the story
in their own words. After twenty minutes I instructed the children to take their story to another
child with whom they had not previously collaborated. They were in effect directed away from
their ‘friend choice’. The aim of the exercise was for each child to read aloud their story to
another child and receive comments that may help.
We had two of these paired conferencing sessions, one on Monday and the other one on
Tuesday. They each lasted for about fifteen minutes. During that time year three children were
free to meet with as many children as they wanted. The most noticeable results came from the
first session essentially because I believe it was a more optimum time for such an activity. This
was because that by the time the second session came about, the year three children were so
entrenched in their own stories that they seemed reluctant to stop writing and talk to anyone
about it.
The difference between optional and directed collaboration was immediately apparent. All year
three children chose to share their stories with older girls, all of them competent writers. The two
girls spent most of their time with two year six girls, whose writing is well above average for their
age and the best available within the class. The two boys chose girls from year four. At no time
did the boys from year three seek out other children who were part of their friendship group.
Similarly, the girls did not choose to spend time with their friends from year four. In each of the
four cases the comments they received were taken and used, most notably in the following
examples….
Boy B (Y3) spent all of this time with girl A (Y4). She pointed out spelling mistakes and errors of
punctuation. He corrected them on the spot. She read hers to him. On his return to writing I noted
that he opened a sentence with ‘suddenly’. I said, “That is the first time you have opened a
sentence with that word. How come?”
He said, “Girl A (Y4) used it and I thought it would be ‘spot on’ for me.”
Similarly, girl B (Y3) used the words ‘petrified’ and ‘amazed’ for the first time. This was after she
shared her story with girl B (Y6) who had read the beginning part of her story, which had included
those words.
Girl A (Y3) after conferencing with girl C (Y6) wrote about “the smelly dog trotting to its owner.”
I said, “Trotting is an interesting verb…..better than ran.”
She said, “I put ran to start with, but girl C (Y6) told me to change it to trot. It sounded better.”
After spending time with girl D (Y4), boy A (Y3) asked me how to spell ‘ferocious’.
I said, “That’s an ambitious word. Where did you come across it?”
He said, “Girl D (Y4) used it for a monster. I’m going to use it for a soldier.”
Later during individual interviews I asked each child why they chose to conference with these
children. Their answers were similar and it was based on their desire to ‘test’ (boy B Y3) out their
writing with somebody who was better at writing than they were. Also, they wanted to hear how
the older children had started their stories and also gain some advice on how to proceed. Wenger
would state that this was an example of ‘last year’s trainee helping the new trainee.’ (1998:97).
This, he would argue, is part of the community of practice and its shared history of learning,
something which is essential to it retaining its identity.
The importance of an audience in this exercise became apparent to me. My experience tells me
that once a child realises that their story is to be read by them to another child (or children) in
their class a sense of responsibility, even pride, sets in and there is a desire to impress as well as
an urge not to appear useless. Therefore the drive to improve their own stories became evident
during these paired conferences, with year three children eager to ‘borrow’ ambitious words from
more competent writers.
My findings, with regard to optional and directed collaboration, varied considerably with two
studies by Azmitia and Montgomery (1993) and Hartup et al (1993). They concentrated their
attention on two groups, friends (mutually nominated) and non friends (not mutually nominated)
and found that there was much more positive engagement and more knowledge was shared with
the friends group as opposed to the non friends group. My findings were diametrically opposed to
this, perhaps because they related only to paired groupings whereas there’s was linked to larger
group sizes, but nevertheless I found the optional friend choice less effective in this case and I
believe that this could open up further aspects for future research.
3. The Effects of Group Collaboration
a. With year three children
I arranged the classroom chairs to form a horseshoe so that all sixteen children could sit and face
each other. They sat in friendship groups. Year three children sat next to each other, the two girls
in the middle between the boys. We had two sessions. One took place near the end of the first
writing session on Monday. By then the children had written for thirty minutes after their paired
conference. The second session took place midway through the Tuesday session. The idea for
the group conference is that each child has the opportunity to read out a section of their story.
They decide which part to read, it could be their favourite paragraph, it could be a part of the
story that is causing difficulty for them. Both group conferences lasted roughly twenty five
minutes and by the end of the second conference everyone had been heard. Year three children
read from their writing at the first conference. The atmosphere at these group conferences is
positive, helpful and non threatening. Essentially, these are the rules I laid down when we first
started these group sessions and I insist on them before we begin. Nevertheless year three
children looked unsure, lacking in confidence. When I asked who would like to begin, year three
children averted my gaze. They waited until three other children had read before one of them,
boy A (Y3), ventured to read a section. I then asked the other children in year three to follow. As
they read, comments were made by the group. This is a selection, which lead directly to
improved writing………
Boy A (Y3)
Girl A (Y6) suggested to him, “Instead of writing big, big boat, just use ‘enormous.’ He did. When
boy A (Y3) read out, “Me and my cousin saw a spaceship, so we went into the spaceship,” Boy A
(Y5) was critical and said, “That doesn’t make sense. How did you know it was a spaceship?
You’ve never seen a spaceship, so just describe it as you saw it….a red blob type machine.” He
changed the sentence.
When he wrote, “The wind roared through the valley” he was congratulated by girl D (Y4) who
said, “Well done. I wrote that. You remembered.”
I told him that this was personification, which was normally what I expect from top juniors. He
was delighted.
Boy B (3)
After reading the first paragraph I asked for comments. Girl B said that it sounded fine, but there
was no emotion. She said, “You wrote, ‘we landed and crash, we got out’. How did you feel?”
He said, “Shocked, I suppose”
Boy D (Y5) said, “Shocked? You’d be petrified. Use that word.” He did.
Girl A (Y6) told him that “If you tell us how you feel it makes the story more interesting.” Words
were offered to him like ‘curious’, ‘amazed’ and ‘screeched’ instead of using said. I noted that he
later used these three words in his story.
Girl A (Y3)
She started her story with ‘Once upon a time’ which Boy C (Y5) said was ‘babyish.’ She decided
afterwards to omit that sentence and the next two sentences and decided to start her story with,
“One day, Matt had a glint in his eye.” She asked me for my opinion. I told her it was brilliant. Girl
A (Y6) said that she had written some interesting phrases such as ‘the water had rough bubbles
popping’ and the ‘floor rumbled horribly’ and the horse was ‘whispering tears’. Girl C (Y6) said
that her writing was good but “When I read it her spelling was awful. Also her punctuation wasn’t
good.”
Generally the consensus was that girl A (Y3) had shown good examples of descriptive writing.
She appeared delighted.
Girl B (Y3)
She started her story with a simile….. “I pressed one more button and shot up like a rocket.” I
congratulated her straight away. I later noted that boy A (Y3) borrowed the simile and put it in his
story. Her story contained adjectives, adverbs, interesting verbs, words other than said, similes
and personification. I congratulated her for including all the parts of description I asked for. I then
asked the rest of the group, “How can she improve her writing?”
Girl B (Y6) replied, “There’s no emotion. We don’t know how she feels.” The point was taken by
girl A (Y3) and she completed the story with words such as ‘terrifying’ and phrases such as ‘I was
as warm as toast’ and ‘my friend was shivering with fear.’
Later that week in interviews I asked each child about the significance of group conferencing. All
agreed that it was worthwhile because they received help which they could immediately use. Boy
B (Y3) admitted to being a little nervous before reading. When asked why he said that he didn’t
want to ‘look stupid’ if he read something which was ‘not quite right’. This drive to getting things
right reflects his personality. Boy A (Y3) was slightly worried because he wasn’t sure if he could
confidently read his own writing. I stressed then the need for it to improve so that others besides
himself could read it, using the element of ‘audience’ as a tool to improve presentation. He
understood the need. The two girls were not fazed by reading out their writing. “I was nervous the
first time, but not now,” said girl B (Y3), whereas girl A (Y3) was simply, “not bothered.” My
view on this was that I had already praised their writing beforehand and they certainly showed an
element of pride when they read to the group. They enjoyed the comments made, and I believe,
viewed the process as a celebration of their writing, which was my aim in the first place.
Of the four children girl B (Y3) was the most forthcoming about group conferencing. I asked her
about a phrase she used, “The trees whistled in the wind.” I told her that this was the first time
she had used personification in her writing and asked her where she had got the idea from. She
answered, “In the first conference I heard girl C (Y6) say, ‘the wind whistled through the trees’. I
just changed it.” She said that conferencing was useful because she liked sharing ideas as well
as using words that the girls in year six used. For example she decided that similes were ‘fun to
use’ after hearing girl C (Y6) say the she ‘shivered like a jelly on a plate.’
b. With the rest of the class
As with optional collaboration I thought that noting the behaviour and comments of the rest of the
class during group collaboration would give me a sharper insight towards the focus of the
research question by offering a different perspective.
I noticed that younger children had offered advice to girl A (Y6) when she was stuck with her own
writing. She read out the beginning of her story, mentioning that she had arrived back in Ancient
Egypt but was stuck as to what could happen next. Girl A (Y3) said that “Perhaps you can meet
Tutankhamen and he tells you to get a precious gem stone from his tomb before Howard Carter
gets there.” Girl C (Y4) continued, “You have to get the glowing green gem stone. It has magic
powers and stops people getting pains like toothache, which my dad’s got.” The year six girl used
the piece of advice originally given by girl A (Y3) and wrote the search for a magic gem stone in
her own story. Considering that girl A (Y6) is probably the most able writer in the class this
showed me that the conferencing procedure is not ‘one way traffic’ with older children dominating
the flow of advice. Similarly, boy A (Y6) asked me to spell the words ‘ferocious’ and ‘petrified’
after hearing girl A (Y4) use them in her story. He also used the simile ‘shot up like a rocket’ after
hearing girl B (Y3) read it out during the first conference.
Wenger (1998) believes that for a community to operate effectively it requires its members to
engage with one another and negotiate meaning. This certainly was a characteristic of our group
conferencing. Furthermore the group conferencing seemed to reinforce the idea of community
membership, something which Wenger views as important with regard to the idea of identity,
both of the group and the individual who plays a part within it, in the sense that through
participation and relationship with  other members of the group the individual understands the
part they play within the community. The fact that (at the time of the first observation) the older
children felt more comfortable with group conferencing than the four children in year three
reinforced this point.
4. Group Reflection
At the end of the week I asked the class to contribute towards a taped group discussion with
regard to writing. I thought that this would be useful if it offered me some insight into how the
older children viewed help from their peers when they were younger. No one seemed displeased
about this and everyone agreed to take part, but once I analysed the transcript for interesting
comments, the number was limited to only a few children, all of them girls. The boys seemed
reluctant to comment and could not bring forward examples of any substance. Despite the fact
that the boys in year five and the one boy in year six work hard at their writing, they are not very
good at expressing their ideas verbally. For them a group debate is not as comfortable as it is for
the girls and it was clear that if I really wanted to explore their opinions individual interviews
would be necessary and as a result I involved two of them that day (based on my original theme
of significant progress in writing, see page 21).
I began the discussion by asking the children what helps them with their writing. Girl B (Y4) said
that the girls in year six helped her. “They’ve been at school longer than us and they know what to
write.” This was reinforced by girl C (Y4) who stated that when she was absent from school one
day she had missed the beginning of the ‘Aquila’ story, so she sat next to girl A (Y6) and asked
her for some ideas. “She told me what others had written and helped me to get a good start.” She
also said that conferencing really helped because she got lots of ideas and some good description
from hearing others read out parts of their stories. I explained to the class my reason for doing
this study and asked the children in year six if they could remember being helped in any way by
older children when they were in year three or year four. Girl A (Y6) said that when she was in
year three there was a boy in year six who used to help her a lot. She approached him for help
because he was her friend. Indeed he used to go to her house and they would make up stories.
Apart from him she rarely sought out help, preferring to work alone. Writing was, she said, “her
favourite thing in school. Stories come to life. It’s exciting.” I asked her how she felt about sharing
the excitement with others. She said that she enjoyed helping others (this was endorsed by what
girl C (Y4) mentioned earlier). I asked her how she went about it. She said that she would first
ask the younger child what they think and where they want their story to go. “I wouldn’t just tell
them what to write.” I said that this was very helpful because it puts the onus on the younger child
thinking for themselves.
Both the other girls in year six said that they preferred to work by themselves when they were in
year three and four, but would go to year six girls whenever they were stuck for ideas.
All the children stated that conferencing was useful and helped them to improve their writing. This
perhaps, according to Wenger, would help them to understand their identity as being implicit with
‘a form of competence’ (1998:153). Girl A (Y6) said also that when she reads out her story and
someone says that it was ‘good’ it makes her feel that her story writing is improving and it gives
her a boost. This was one aspect of conferencing that I had not thought of…that of collective
group motivation.
Girl C (Y4) said that conferencing was ‘good’ because ‘you share ideas with others and then they
share their ideas with you.’ Girl C (Y6) said that conferencing had helped her especially in the
choice of words.
5. The ‘ Proof of the Pudding’
I scrutinised the story ‘Aquila’ and levelled the work completed by year three using Wilson’s
(2001) criteria. I had previously levelled written work in September and used that score to make a
comparison. In all four cases the children had improved scores.
Boy A (Y3) had gone from a national curriculum level 2b to a 2a. His improvements were mainly
to do with ambitious words and the use of adjectives. He also connected simple sentences with
different words other than ‘and’. I checked certain descriptive phrases that he used, such as
‘cows howling’, ‘wind whistling’ and ‘sheep blaring’ and noticed that his first partner, boy B (Y5)
had also used them in his story.
Boy B (Y3) had moved from a 3b to a 3a, one mark away from a 4c. He too made noticeable
improvements with ambitious words, starting sentences with openings such as ‘suddenly’ for the
first time and using other words than ‘said’, like for example ‘screeched’. He said that he got the
ideas to use these words from conferencing, but he couldn’t remember which child had used
them. I checked the writing and only boy D (Y5) used the word ‘screeched’, so I presume it was
him. The two are good friends which may have had a bearing.
Girl B (Y3) improved from a 3b to a 3a. She too used new words to open her sentences and used
similes and personification for the first time. I traced her opening words such as ‘amazed’,
‘suddenly’ and ‘eventually’ to a story written by girl B (Y6), which she admitted ‘borrowing’ after
hearing her read her story during a conference. She did however come out with a unique
descriptive phrase ‘grass swaying joyfully.’ I could find it in no other writing in the class. In her
interview I asked her how she came to use those words. She replied that she just liked the words
and they sounded interesting.
Girl A (Y3) had the highest improved score, from 2a to 3b (two sub levels). Again, ambitious
words and phrases were most noticeable improvements, with three unique pieces of description
which I could not find elsewhere….‘the horse was whispering tears’, ‘rough bubbles popping in
the water’ and ‘the smelly dog trotting to its owner’. She had not used descriptive phrases like
these before. She said they had just ‘come to me.’ My view is that she was inspired by the types
of description that older children were using and she was determined to write her own. Moreover,
her sister is in year six and she was keen to compete with her and get praised by me for
interesting descriptive phrases.
The common denominator for improvement was certainly the greater usage of ambitious words,
either starting sentences with more interesting openings, using other words than ‘said’ and looking
to use adjectives, adverbs, similes and personification to enhance description. There was no
noticeable improvement in the story lines. My belief is that the improvement in structure, using
more interesting words and phrases to enhance description was as a direct result of working
alongside and listening to the language used by older children, particularly those who were
writing at a higher standard. It is also worth noting that some older children ‘borrowed’ interesting
words and phrases from younger children, to enhance their own writing. This ‘borrowing’ factor
certainly incorporated part of Girard’s (1961) mimetic desire theory and is defined by what
Vygotsky clarifies when he states that “a child can only imitate that which is within their
development level” (1978:88). Interestingly, because it transpired that some older children
‘borrowed’ ideas from younger children who were in terms of national standards below their
development level, this would tend to contradict Vygotsky’s further assertion that “the only good
learning is that which is in advance of development.” (1978:88)
After a thorough analysis of all the data, the most significant impact with regard to addressing the
research question, was made by group collaboration. This point was concurred by my critical
friend. It proved to me the power and importance of group interaction as a vehicle for learning.
E. Conclusion
         “The first requirement of educational design is to offer opportunities
           for engagement. Learners must be able to invest themselves in
           communities of practice in the process of approaching a subject
           matter.” Wenger (1998:271).
In stating this, Wenger emphasises that the mutuality of engagement becomes a mutuality of
learning. Furthermore this mutuality of learning allows newcomers to
“insert themselves into existing communities” (1998:276) and in so doing the learning of mature
members influences the learning of newcomers. As a consequence according to Wenger, “it is as
learners that we become educators” (ibid). This for me encapsulates the dynamic of collaborative
learning within the context of my class and the focus of this paper. The educational design that I
had created in order to address my original concern and the resultant consequences reinforced
my belief that collaborative learning in my mixed age class would directly benefit younger
children while undertaking a task in creative writing. Furthermore, older children within the class
similarly experienced noticeable benefits.
Because of the ‘mutuality of learning’ which had taken place during this study it led me to
question the idea of pedagogy and the part that it plays within my class. I felt that the time for
doing so was apposite because of the recent movement in curriculum development in primary
education. The Rose Report (2009) published recommendations for a new curriculum beginning
in 2011. It attempted to eschew the previous descriptive dominance of the National Curriculum in
the sense that it promoted the idea for the organisation of the curriculum to be the school’s
responsibility, allowing cross curricular themes for instance. It also placed teaching in one of its
two aims by asking the question, “how should the content and teaching of the Primary Curriculum
change to foster a child’s different and developing abilities during primary education?” (2009:1).
The report placed the need for quality teaching to be essential for effective learning. No surprises
there, but it also emphasised that “a well planned vibrant curriculum recognises that primary
children relish learning independently and co-operatively.” (2009:3). This is an interesting
statement considering the fact that the Rose Report is essentially, according to Alexander (2009),
a DCSF based review, commissioned, managed and financed by the government. However the
Rose Report does not pursue this statement by explaining how children can learn independently
and co-operatively and therefore does not engage in a debate about pedagogy, which of course
was not its remit in the first place. In contrast, the Primary Review (2008) places pedagogy as an
important area for debate as highlighted by James and Pollard (2008:3) who list as one of their
ten principles for effective teaching and learning thus….
“Learners should be encouraged and helped to build relationships     and communication
with others for learning purposes, in order to assist the mutual construction of knowledge
and enhance the achievements of individuals and groups.”
It further states that consulting learners about their own learning is not just an expectation but a
right. From my own perspective I would hope that both the Rose Report and the Primary Review
encourage further discussion about pedagogy, about the importance of group collaborative
learning and about the need to engage children in a debate about their own learning. My view is
that not to do so wouldl be a negation of responsibility towards our children.
To finish with a question…what have I learned from this study? Answer, a greater understanding
of pedagogy, which in turn induces me to continue the cycle of action research by outlining a new
concern, which I conclude with at the bottom of this paragraph. Watkins and Mortimore (1999:3)
define pedagogy as “any conscious activity by one person designed to enhance learning in
others.” This therefore allows other members of the class to partake in the act of teaching,
something which Galton et al (1999) as well as Alexander (2004), Herdman et al (2003) and
Moyles et al (2003) found lacking in their studies. It also tends to encapsulate Vygotsky’s Zone of
Proximal Development which promotes the enhancement of development through “adult
guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (1978:86). Taking a different line, Pring
(2000:24) states that pedagogy is the “conscious effort to bridge the gap between the state of
mind of the learner and the subject matter which is to be learnt.” This tends to place the
emphasis on the learner and his/her desire to learn. Wenger would assert that this desire to learn
is inextricably linked with the desire to engage within the community, something which I
witnessed especially within the context of group collaboration. My own viewpoint on pedagogy
takes in the above points and is directly influenced by the results of this study. It is my belief that
the teacher through careful design can create an atmosphere which produces and sustains a
community of learning. This community may indeed have Wengerian characteristics of identity
and membership participation but its overall goal is the development of the individual and therein
lies the difference. The role of the teacher is both to promote the learning community and nurture
the individual, what Cobb may well refer to as “the individual in social action” (1994:13). Indeed, I
believe that by using Wenger’s theme as a vehicle, the individual can flourish within an
educational setting. The pedagogy within this learning community will therefore be directly
connected to the teacher’s definition as to how learning should take place. It is my belief based
on the results of this study that collaborative learning in creative writing benefits all the children in
my class, it encourages learners to become teachers and therefore allows pedagogy to become
an ingredient within the community available to all and it promotes the concept of group
interaction as a powerful learning tool. If that is the case, surely the logical conclusion to this
study would be to extend the boundaries to further areas of creative learning within my school
and other primary schools and assess the effects of open collaboration across both age and
ability.
